The myriad causes of a gummy smile are rarely if ever confined exclusively to the maxillary anterior region.
Introduction
Within the first few seconds of meeting someone, we make up to 11 subjective judgments—on everything from credibility to professional desirability to sophistication to trustworthiness—about that person based chiefly upon nonverbal cues, among which smiling is paramount. What do we think of a gummy smile? More important, how does the person with the gummy smile feel about it? Excessive gingival display, defined clinically as the display of any mucosa above the tooth margin when smiling (but not perceived as unattractive by laypeople until 3 to 6 mm shows), draws attention to the mouth.2-4 The gummy appearance may upset facial harmony and distort dental proportions, engendering anxiety and embarrassment in the affected person while smiling or laughing. As a result he or she may suppress those expressions, which in turn affects an onlooker’s perception of the person. Correction of a gummy smile returns the facial, periodontal, and dental contours to physiologic norms and hopefully restores psychological equanimity. Esthetic crown lengthening helps to rectify many cases of excessive gingival display; the following discussion addresses a few of the fallacies surrounding this treatment modality.
Myth
A gummy smile is caused predominantly by excess gingival tissue.

Reality
If a clinician observes a gummy smile, he or she must then ask two questions: Why does it exist? and, What else exists? A number of conditions affect the perception of excessive gingival display; these can be categorized as skeletal, alveolar, muscular, dental, and periodontal in origin. If a clinician observes a gummy smile, he or she must then ask two questions: Why does it exist? and, What else exists? A number of conditions affect the perception of excessive gingival display; these can be categorized as skeletal, alveolar, muscular, dental, and periodontal in origin. A number of conditions affect the perception of excessive gingival display; these can be categorized as skeletal, alveolar, muscular, dental, and periodontal in origin.5,6

Skeletal: Vertical maxillary excess, a state in which there is an elongated middle third of the face.6

Alveolar: Supraeruption of the anterior maxilla and/or possibly enlarged alveolar processes, accentuates gingival display.7 Nasal protrusion and mandibular retrognathia further highlight this visual.8

Muscular: Sometimes the upper lip is able to compensate for osseous prominence, but in the case of muscular hypertonicity resulting in strong labial retraction or a naturally short lip, masking skeletal issues is not viable.9 Indeed, these muscular features in a person with regular osseous anatomy may generate a gummy smile.

Dental: Any situation in which there are or there appear to be shortened teeth will upset the optical mucosa-to-tooth ratio. Caries and traumatic fracture truncate tooth length. Protrusive (anterior) bruxism also diminishes the clinical crown height, and thus the observer detects more gingiva relative to tooth structure. The body attempts to offset this attrition by dentoalveolar extrusion; this entails the coronal migration of not only the teeth but also the periodontal housing, including the gingival margin, exaggerating the dominance of the soft tissue.10 Just the illusion of less tooth structure even when none exists as seen in severe labial inclination of normal-height maxillary incisors and canines gives rise to a gummy façade, at least when the patient is perceived straight on.11 Perhaps less obviously, aberrations of posterior teeth also contribute to a gummy smile. Premolars and molars that are missing, tipped, or otherwise in infraocclusion from attrition, abrasion, erosion or trauma lead to non-coincident anterior and posterior occlusal planes. This may introduce a deep overbite and subsequent pronounced gingival exposure.10,12

Periodontal: Sources of gingival overgrowth include periodontal disease (gingivitis and periodontitis); poor plaque control in the presence of orthodontic appliances; hereditary gingival fibromatosis; systemic illness; and use of specific anticonvulsant, anti hypertensive, and immunosuppressive medications.8 In a separate periodontal phenomenon, the natural apical migration of the gingiva during tooth eruption is incomplete; there is no hypertrophy or hyperplasia, yet the soft tissue margin remains coronally positioned on the tooth surface, leading to a short clinical crown height and comparative surfeit of gum tissue.13 This altered passive eruption may involve a bone-to-cementoenamel junction (CEJ) relationship that is normal (alveolar crest lies 1.5 mm apical to the CEJ) or abnormal (alveolar crest is at the level of the CEJ).14 A gummy smile frequently stems from numerous simultaneously occurring factors (Figs 1-17). There may or may not be superfluous (hyperplastic or hypertrophic) gingival tissue. Rather, the presence of certain traits compounds the mirage of too-small teeth engulfed by mucosa. The primary clinician consults with an orthodontist, oral surgeon, periodontist and/or prosthodontist to determine all core etiologies of excessive gingival display. Problem management eliminates or at least diminishes the impact of each contributing factor.

Myth
Limiting treatment to periodontal surgery in the anterior esthetic zone is often sufficient.

Reality
The myriad causes of a gummy smile are rarely if ever confined exclusively to the maxillary anterior region. Accordingly, definitive therapy almost always necessitates several specialties and involves a full arch or all teeth. Patient-based restrictions (e.g., financial thresholds, chairside availability, health concerns, general motivation) inevitably compromise the ideal treatment plan, but this does not render acceptable an incomplete diagnosis or preclude formulation of a multidisciplinary treatment plan. After unearthing every possible influence on the gingival display, the practitioner constructs an optimal plan, which can be pared back or reconfigured depending upon any patient constraints. Most importantly, the patient must understand that any deviation from the ideal may not fully remedy the problem. A quick fix may be a fleeting one as well, especially in the presence of ongoing ailments. Treatment begins only when the patient has realistic expectations.

The amount of excessive gingiva a patient expresses hints at the major underlying causes and suggests treatment strategies. The provider, however, must use the width range seen only as a clue to what category of deformity could be present and not as diagnostic gospel. For instance, bilateral gingival display of 8 mm or greater in a patient with a uniform anterior and posterior occlusal plane may signify a skeletal aberration (i.e., vertical maxillary excess) and merit LeFort I surgery.6 This does not mean that other factors like a short lip, tooth malposition, caries, attrition, periodontal inflammation, or altered passive eruption are not meaningful or should not be addressed. Instead, this level of gumminess warns the dentist that a skeletal component is highly probable, necessitating further, deeper orthognathic inquiry. On the other hand, a relatively mild gingival display of 2 to 4 mm in the presence of a deep overbite related to a discrepancy between the anterior and posterior occlusal planes implies a strong dentoalveolar element to the cause; therapy might incorporate intrusion of the anterior teeth and/or uprighting of the posterior teeth, though other modalities must be considered after comprehensive diagnosis.15
The amount of excessive gingiva a patient expresses hints at the major underlying causes and suggests treatment strategies.

**Figure 1:** Patient at initial presentation. A component of vertical maxillary excess existed. The patient exposed a wide band of keratinized gingiva from molar to molar upon smiling. Orthognathic surgery was recommended but was not pursued.

**Figure 2:** Relaxed smile view shows exposure of at least 1 mm to 3 mm of gingiva from #3 to #14.

**Figure 3:** Wide smile view shows mild asymmetry between right and left gingival contours, at least 4 mm to 6 mm of gingival display from #3 to #14, and severe generalized attrition with subsequently shorter clinical crowns from #3 to #14.

**Figure 4:** The maxillary midline is shifted to the patient’s right compared to the frenum, and there exists a discrepancy between the maxillary and mandibular midlines.
Figure 5: Digital imaging of a more ideal smile (Dickerman Dental Prosthetics; Sharon, MA). Clinical crowns have been lengthened. Note that the maxillary midline remains offset toward the patient’s right.

Figure 6: Wax-up of ideal tooth proportions based upon the digital imaging. Note the increase in the overbite and tooth height from molar to molar.

Figure 7: Compared to the untreated mouth (upper model), the idealized mouth (lower model) has more gingival symmetry, less prominence of the buccal mucosa, and longer clinical crowns.

Figure 8: Initial full-thickness reflection of the maxillary tissue. The alveolar crest is greater than 2 mm from the CEJ at the buccal aspect but less than 2 mm from the CEJ interproximally.
Figure 9: Esthetic and functional crown lengthening was performed via a biphasic method. An ostectomy from #3 to #14 was performed. Significant midfacial reduction was achieved to idealize the buccal heights of contour and allow for biologic width health. As the patient had long roots, copious palatal bone, and coronally oriented proximal alveolar tissue, the crown-to-root ratio was favorable. No gingival resection or repositioning occurred.

Figure 10: The flap was sutured without apical repositioning, using expanded polytetrafluoroethylene. The gingival contour closely approximates the presurgical configuration.

Figure 11: Ten days after ostectomy, the site appears to be healing well. There is no significant change in the mucosal drape.

Figure 12: Second-stage gingivectomy of #3 to #14 was completed to lift the periodontal drape coronally.

Figure 13: Ten days after the gingivectomy, the gingival contour demonstrates enhanced symmetry and remains apically positioned.
Figure 14: Relaxed smile view of final restoration four months after gingivectomy. There is no gingival display coronal to the crown margins.

Figure 15: The wide smile view reveals the final restoration of #3 to #14 four months after gingivectomy. Much-improved crown heights are seen. The patient continued to display a 2 mm to 3 mm band of gingiva upon smiling, but it was not important to her. She was very pleased with the new esthetics.

Figure 16: Frontal view three years after the final restoration. The gingiva remains healthy and positionally stable.
Resolution of a gummy smile often involves some degree of periodontal surgery in the cosmetic zone to elongate teeth. Typically, it helps to correct a 2 mm to 7 mm width of excess gingiva. Esthetic crown lengthening via periodontal contouring is versatile—it can either refine results achieved by other means or be the major solution. As long as contraindications (e.g., vertical maxillary excess, malpositioned teeth, anticipated poor crown-to-root ratio, anticipated poor restorative emergence profile, active inflammation, non-restorable teeth) do not exist, periodontal surgery is a potential monotherapy. If the case calls for prosthetic rehabilitation, crown lengthening may contribute to both beauty and function since the stability of new restorations relies on establishment of adequate coronal retention and a healthy biologic width.

**Myth**
Bone contouring during esthetic crown lengthening is seldom necessary.

**Reality**
The periodontal anatomy dictates the exact type of contouring required. Basically, redundant volumes of soft tissue or bone warrant surgical shaping, especially if the patient has an inherently thick biotype that encourages tissue rebound. A disproportionately wide band of keratinized mucosa justifies gingivectomy. As it removes any pigmented layers of mucosa, an externally beveled gingivectomy in particular benefits the patient by removing unwanted racial, amalgam-related, or other-source coloration, though discoloration may return over time. Excessive gingival display of mostly non-keratinized tissue, however, supports use of an apically positioned flap as opposed to resection to maintain the narrow band of attached gingiva.

The need for ostectomy depends upon three factors: the distance between the alveolar crest and the CEJ, the presence of exostoses or otherwise unsightly bony morphology, and the need for any prosthetics. If a normal or greater alveolar crest-to-CEJ distance (at least 1.5 mm) exists and no prosthetic rehabilitation is planned, gingival manipulation alone suffices. Bone contouring is required whenever the bony crest lies at the CEJ, which happens in some altered passive eruption scenarios when hard tissue protuberances occur, or crowns are proposed. Coronally located bone but-
Crown lengthening may be performed by both soft tissue excision and bone contouring in one surgical session or by a biphasic approach in which the bone is reduced first, followed by gingival excision at least four to six weeks later. With conventional single-stage crown lengthening, the gingival margin may shift coronally 1 mm to 2 mm over 6 to 12 months, usually due to inadequate hard tissue removal or improper soft tissue resection. Allowing the soft tissue to settle into position after ostectomy or osteoplasty gives the surgeon a chance to refine the gingival drape and change the biotype as needed (from thick to thin). Prosthetic completion should be delayed at least three months after gingivectomy to allow for maturation of the attachment apparatus.

Myth
Laser-assisted therapy is the standard of care.

Reality
There is a dearth of controlled studies on laser-assisted crown lengthening—the literature largely consists of case reports and expert opinions that focus on its use for gingivectomy and gingivoplasty/depigmentation. The major advantage of laser therapy over traditional scalpel and bur treatment is its ability to induce immediate hemostasis. With respect to esthetic crown lengthening, soft tissue lasers assist in gingivectomy-only situations (excessive keratinized mucosa with normal or apically located alveolar crest relative to the CEJ); application in any other circumstance potentially can trigger mucogingival defects or biologic width invasion. Even if used when indicated, CO2 and Nd:YAG soft tissue lasers notch or irreversibly roughen tooth surfaces and biomaterials; and char, melt, and sequester bone if in contact. Hard tissue lasers based on erbium (Er:YAG and Er,Cr:YSGG) maximize bone cutting while minimizing bone necrosis. Case reports detail flapless crown lengthening with erbium lasers for patients with mild gummy smiles. Here, bone sounding rather than direct visualization is used to determine the osseous morphology. A closed flap procedure thus disallows meticulous ostectomy. Raising a flap is much preferred for the sake of accuracy and outcome predictability.

Laser-assisted crown lengthening has its advantages, but too little evidence-based data exist for it to qualify as the gold standard for esthetic crown lengthening. Conventional scalpel and rotary instrument esthetic crown lengthening remains the clinical benchmark, especially when bone contouring is required.

Summary
A variety of conditions can lead to a gummy smile. The astute clinician discerns and resolves each of the contributing factors. Commonly, esthetic crown lengthening is a meaningful part of this resolution. The judicious application of such periodontal surgery (when, where, how, and in conjunction with what else) results in correction of excessive mucosal display that is predictable and long lasting. Normalized dentogingival and orofacial proportions may restore the patient’s emotional harmony and confidence; a smiling person is a self-assured one.
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